
   

 

 
 
  

April 1, 2021 

Virtual Zoom Meeting  

Northwest Stakeholder Advisory (SAC) - Supply Subcommittee Meeting Notes 

 

Supply Subcommittee Members in attendance 

 

Jeanne Harrison, Northwest District Association (NWDA) 

Rick Michaelson, At-Large  

Karen Karlsson, Northwest District Association (NWDA) 

Thomas Ranieri, Northwest Business Association (NWBA) 

Nick Fenster, Northwest Business Association (NWBA) 

 

Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) Staff 

 

Rae-Leigh Stark, Northwest Parking District Liaison 

 

On-Street Inventory  

 

Rae-Leigh shows off-street inventory subzones. One change is that in event restricted district, on game 

days, it turns into 2 hour stalls instead of 4 hours. Subcommittee finds this break out much easier to 

understand.  

 

Slabtown map: construction has changed the blocks that are available. Then you can see the outlier 

and that is a new block that they didn’t track 2 years ago. Nick says he doesn’t understand “the one up 

two down, two up, two down all over the place. Looking ahead at next year’s map, do we expect this to 

be what our map always looks like?” Rick says it will be 95% or better next year. 

 

Northwest residential area: shows blocks became metered last year. Jeanne says if you look south of 

NW Lovejoy St., that couldn’t even have 10 spaces, that is wrong. Nick pulls up Googlemaps.com. Rick 

says that probably wasn’t counted the last time. Karen says they could not have gained that many 

spaces.  

 

Northeast map: thinks changes are from construction. Nick believes it looks like gains but these are 

actually counting differences. We aren’t really building new parking spaces. Karen says could get one 

here or there but not too much gain. Will need to clarify this for the presentation.  

 



Central map: note little change, in the future they will see less change. Talk about how these maps 

show the new baseline.  

 

Tom wants to know how many spaces are lost to various initiatives in the neighborhood over the 

years. This provides a snapshot of what things are like. We don’t have enough parking for all of the 

uses. Suggest that we memorialize this number and perhaps make it a parking reserve. When 

engineers look at something, they aren’t looking in a holistic way, the way we are looking at things. 

Suggest that we have this underlying tenant, that parking is scarce.  

 

Rick clarifies that BIKETOWN isn’t counted as parking spaces. Street seats aren’t counted either. 

Wants to go back in the past and add to this. Before BIKETOWN, we had this many spaces, NWIM 

proposes to take away this space, etc. This becomes our baseline and we can find ways to add back.  

 

Tom suspects that somewhere at PBOT, is the notion that street use should evolve. The evolution will 

be to repurpose part of the street and that loss will be to our on-street supply.  

 

Nick says, we could pick a few projects we know and count the impact. Rick says, this is a better 

refinement, and could have SAC weigh in for future projects.  

 

Jeanne says whenever PBOT comes to NWDA, they do include information on how many spaces will be 

lost. She is aware of them doing that with NWIM. Jeanne thinks Street Seats could be permanent 

installations. Thinks it’s a bigger concern than a couple of bike spots here and there. 

 

Subcommittee wants to know how long Street Seats will be in play. Rick wants it be on SAC agenda 

before extension expires so they can weigh in. Would want to express concerns about it to City Council 

and loss of parking revenue. Wants to use revenue for pedestrian improvements. Karen feels it should 

end when they can have 100% indoor seating, or they should pay for it. Rae-Leigh says current permits 

expire March 31, and the new ones will expire October 31. Colleen from PBOT has compiled revenue 

loss data on this. Karen wants pick up/drop off zone data, non-ordinary uses of Right-of-Way.  

 

Rick says it looks like only about half the bike spaces are being used that used to be use. Jeanne says 

this is because they can park the bikes everywhere. Rick says they should include that as an item to 

recap. Subcommittee says it shouldn’t be sitting there empty.  

 

Rae-Leigh explains that for the off-street demand and feasibility study, they are in contract 

negotiations with EcoNorthwest, Rick Williams, and Parachute strategies. Kathryn is managing that 

project. Will have an update soon. 

 

Jeanne says Flanders Bridge ribbon cutting, opening is going to be a virtual opening. 

 

Action Items 

 

Rae-Leigh will send this presentation out and explain it’s a count correction rather than a change in 

parking space and solicit questions. She will get data from Colleen on Street Seats. Rae-Leigh will share 



scope for the off-street demand and feasibility study so they can get more information about the 

contractors.  

 

New Business  

 

None. 

 

Meeting Adjourned  


